MANIFESTO
I, PREET SHAH (18D110019), contesting for the post of DANCE SECRETARY, if elected propose to do the following:-

INITIATIVES
Increase the number of intra hostel dance events/competitions wing wise (and apply point system) for those who have missed the opportunities elsewhere, to encourage them and bring in light the unrecognized talent.
Ensure maximum participation
Invite experienced seniors in the genre to workshop and mentor the hostelites
Ideating to create a Garba night in the Hostel this Navratri

INTER-HOSTEL EVENTS
Ensure that all the dance events related information is Publicized on every spot of attention and necessity.
And no one is left with half knowledge, and maximize the participation.
Ensure that the practice sessions start well in advance and the best level of preparation is done to win the competitions in all the events.
Ensure that all the team members turn up on time and fun but disciplined atmosphere is maintained during the practices of all major GC’s.
Meets of DANCE MANIA and GYRATION will be arranged well before so as to have sufficient time for practice.
Regular reminders will be given about the time and venue.
Will make use of various social media platforms to Publicize as well as upload the videos and pictures of Dance Mania, Gyration etc. and the link will be put up on all appropriate platforms.
Ensure that enough freshies participate in the events like Dance Mania.

HOSTEL EVENTS
All possible safety measures (First aid) would be taken care of during practices.
Ensure proper and planned usage of budget allotted
Help in organising as well as executing the hostel events such as Valedictory function, PAF and other hostel events
Ensure hostel mates are aware of all cultural activities happening in the institute through banners/posters/social media.
Extend full support and cooperation to all the council members for all the hostel events.